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BOOK REVIEW
Les rythmes de l'enfant et de
!'adolescent: Ces jeunes en mal
de temps et d'espace (Rhythms
in children and adolescents)
Hubert Montagner
Editions Stack, Paris, France,

1983
448 pp.
Hubert Montagner, head of the laboratory of psychophy iology ac the niversity ofBesan~on, France, and author of an
earlier book on the child and communic:.ation, here synthesizes two meetings,
one held in Paris in January 1980, the
other in Besarn;on in February 1982. This
review is intended for the reader who
wishes to obtain information on the current state of research on rhythms in the
child and adolescent.
Montagner and his group label tudie
as a function of clock hour "behavioral
ecophysiology." A key chapter of the
book, "Behavior and Biologic Rhythms in
Ch ildren, " uggests that all of those who
make (or should make) decisions in
educational, political, and economic
areas - parents, educators, and social
workers, among many others - shou ld
realize the importance of respecting and
optimizing the rhythms of chi ldren and
adolescents in the school and family.
Momagner further notes the necessity of
developing a large research program on
rhythms and suggests implementing it by
various methods, some of them already
available and others as yet unspecified or
undeveloped.
The theme i not new. In 1889, a
society in Prague called, simply, "German Secondary chool," directed the following statement co the Austrian Ministry
of Education: "Practice in a large number
of schools with obligatory instruction in
the afternoon teaches us that this time is
not a favourable one . . .a certain sleepi•
ness becomes apparent in the first hour, a
requirement for moving one's body in
the second hour, and the laner is so
marked in the lower grades that even for
an experienced teacher it is quite often
difficult to maintain complete quiet" (1 ).
Early observations on tempora l
changes in computing performance were
made by Lowenthal in 1897 (2), and
add itional studies have focused on
rhythmic changes in other areas of performance in school. At the turn of this
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century, Baade (3) carried o ut pedagogical experiments suggesting that the
speed of computing varies during the
day. Thus, nearly a century has passed
since the first recommendation were
made concerning chronobiologic endeavors in schools. This leads us to ask
why such reasonable suggestions have
not been fo ll owed.
The an wer may be chat many of these
suggestions were made in an era before
the availability of computers. Methods for
mon itoring psychophysiologic variables
that would gauge students' ability to
learn were unavailable. The concepts of
modern chronobiology could not have
been implemented, even if they had
been formulated. ince the 1970 , however, time series analysi by computer
has been available to evaluate rhythmic
changes in rudent performance and
ultimately can be u ed co improve the
school environment. In addition we are
now able to more closely study the
adrenal cycle, already prominent early in
childhood (4, 5).
The valuable data presented in Montagner' book await analysis and interpretation using rhythm characteristics and
the ranges for usual values that are specified in time (chronodesm ) for single
ample (6, 7). It is most encouraging to
see not on ly that around-the-clock blood
sampli ng very early in life has been
implemented in Besanc;on, but also that
school administrators and other top edu cator and university students work
closely together to achieve chronobiologicaJ goal .
The scope of Montagner's book i
broader than any earlier consideration of
rhythms in childhood and adolescence,
although more empha is might have
been placed on the evaluation of rhythmic changes in the cardiovascular y tern, particularly because this controversial subject might have implications for
preventive medicine (8, 9). The use of
neuroendocrine tests to assess cardiovascu lar risk factors would be appropriate for any follow-up workshop. Such
tests are carried out at pecific time and
evaluated against reference standards for
single values that take rhythm and timing
parameters into account.
The pioneering work of Theodore
Hellbrugge and his group at the Kinderzentrum in Munich, FRG (10-17), is just
briefly noted in the book, although th is

group still contributes actively to our
understanding of the development of the
circadian system in healthy chi ldren and
how it is altered in disease. It is good that
in addition to pediatricians (4 ,5,11-16),
other professionals, beginn ing with psychologists, also recogn ize the need for
chronobiologic research on ch ildren. It is
even more important to recognize what
is occurring in everal countries in
secondary education in chronobiology,
namely screening for high blood pressure and other conditions. A reference in
the book to a computer method of data
reduction (6) (the cosinor) is a step in
the right direction. Properly analyzed
data help us find ways to optimize schedules in schools - a main concern in the
field. The early teaching of chronobiology and its implications in the biological
and behavioral sciences is another concern. ome materials for instruction have
already been imported into France ( 18).
This book is a po ition paper inform ing a broad audience of then ed ro r ach
ch ronobiology as part of scientific lit racy early in education. As such, it represents a special genre: a "position book"
rather than a position paper. ln the
book's last sentence, Momagner asks
whether it might be possible to sensitize
those in political, economic, and cu ltural
decision-making positions to the importance oftiming interpersonal relations to
optimize possibilities for action, innovation, and imagination in many aspects of
life at all ages. The book focuses on the
need for improving the temporal features
in the child's environment - a task that
requires a continuing empha is on
chronobiologic literacy, including elfhelp in preventive health care, an endeavor under way in Italy ( 19) and the
United rates (20).
Reviewed by Franz Halberg, Germaine
Cornelissen Guillaume, University of
Minnesota.
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The Journal encourage readers to
submit book reviews to Featur s Editor
Keith Klein, Dept. of Biology, Hamline
niversity, 1536 Hewitt Ave. , St. Paul,
M 55104.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Editor's note: This calendar is intended to inform MAS members and others about scientific meetings and symposia of interest
in Minnesota and surrounding /ates. Please send notice of upcoming events to The Editor, Minnesota Academy of cience
Journal, Suite 916 Pioneer Building, St. Paul, MN 55101 .
March
21 -23: Ninth Annual Ethnobotany Conference . Contact Castetter Lab, Department of Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, M 87131.
April
20-22: 49th Annual State cience & Engineering Fair. Radisson Hotel , St. Paul, MN.
Ch r istie Currie, Ma hromedi High ,
director.
24

25: Th irteenth Annual Undergraduate
Research Symposium on Biology. St.
Mary's College, Winona, M
May
2-3: Minnesota Academy of Science 54th

9-10: Spring Systematics Symposium:
"The Evolution of Human Hunting. "
Fie ld Museum of atural History, Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
60605.

Annual Meeting. t. Cloud tate Univer- June
sity, St. Cloud, MN. Len Soroka and Way- 22-26: Tenth orth American Prairie
Conference. Texas Woman 's University,
land Ezell, local chairs.
P.O. Box 22675, Denton, TX 76204.
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